What they’re saying about the Healing Rods…
"30-minutes prior to giving a keynote speech recently, my back went into spasm. I was in so much pain I worried I
might have to give my speech laying down! Enter Margie, her cool, calm, collected and caring bed side manner
combined with her healing direction literally had me jumping around like a young buck in just a few minutes. Not
only did she release me from pain and restriction of movement - I also experienced a burst of energy. It was
exciting and unexpected. Thank you Margie, you are the real deal." David Tyreman, Brand Identity Specialist,
AMAZON Best Selling Author & Speaker
“Recently, while staffing a week long intensive at CEO Space 309 (Tahoe), one of my legs became swollen and in
pain. After only a few minutes of using the Egyptian healing rods from Margie (the Egyptian Goddess) the pain was
gone.” Kristi Stone, President, The North Pole Mission, Encinitas, CA
"I was experiencing lower back pain in a level that would take my breath away as I stepped while walking. I was on
the verge of passing out from the pain. I had tried to call a chiropractor with no luck. I had just met Margie the day
before and I explained to her my pain, she immediately handed me two "healing rods" one for each hand. (I am a
skeptic and thought she was a little out there. How are two tubes in my hands going to heal my back?) However, I
was willing to try anything for relief! I figured I had nothing to loose because the pain was so great. She told me to
hold them for 5 minutes. (I was thinking ya right!) I did what she said. After only 45 seconds the pain started to
release. To my surprise in less than 5 minutes my pain went from "Breath Taking" to a very dull ache. I also
regained a full range of motion. She let me hold them again the next morning for five more minutes to completely
relieve my dull ache". Two days later my feet were killing me! So I hunted her down again and she offered the
same advice. Only 5 minutes of holding the rods and I was good to go. I don't fully understand how they work even
though she explained it to me several times. For what it is worth I would recommend the healing rods and Margie's
advice to anyone!” Dean Stokes, Entreprising.com: Helping Inventors Get Capitol, Pleasant View, UT.
“My experience with the Egyptian Healing Rods was peaceful and focusing. I enjoyed the manifesting meditation
which I found to be powerful in being able to focus my attention and involve all of my senses. I focused on the
book I am writing, and I could even smell the pages of my new published book! That was very exciting because I
know that it is on its way to me which motivates me in my writing. Thank you Margie, for that great and powerful
experience.” Linda Radford, Professional Intuitive, Salt Lake City, UT
I want to thank you for the Energy Healing session. This was my first experience with the Egyptian Healing Rods. I
am a cautious person but from the moment I was introduced to you I felt that I could trust you with my energy and
my space. I appreciate the time you took to explain how the Rods are made and how each set of Rods can tune in
to our needs. The Rods that were chosen for me set me on a healing path that was very emotional and cleansing. I
know that I am responsible for my own healing but to have someone with your ability to guide me and validate my
own process is very encouraging. By the end of the session I felt a renewal of my White Light Energy and was
better able to focus through that veil and connect with those who I miss so much that have moved on. Victor
Vargas, Denver, Colorado
I have been using the Egyptian Healing Rods to facilitate Soul based Transpersonal Hypnosis. The energy field
created by holding the Star Consciousness Rods while I work, opens both the client’s awareness and my own. The
Star Consciousness Rods also facilitate the client’s connection to their Soul and allow for short cuts in growth.
People grow either though evolution or by transformation. Either layer by layer or through dramatic leaps by finding
Soul based short cuts. The transformation that I am seeing in my clients is incredible! Zoilita Grant MS. CCHt.
Relationship and Life Coach, Longmont, CO.
"Thank you so very much for the healing treatment [with the healing rods]. Tonight is the first night since the first of April I
haven't had to take a Percocet. I'm relatively pain free! [Three days later.] I went to my chiropractor today and she said I was
in the best shape today that she's seen me in for the last two months." Dr. Victoria Gardner, May 22, 2008, Spiritual
Psychologist, Fort Collins, CO.
"The Egyptian Healing Rods I held in my hands had such powerful energy. I could feel the pulsing in the palms of
my hands for some time. I can't wait to get my own E. Healing Rods so I can learn to use them myself…for my own
physical well-BE-ing and to learn more about these wonderful ascension tools. I had tried a number of other
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healing techniques on the longest fingers in both hands. Nothing helped. I felt immediate relief in the two fingers
that have been locking up on me and had enormous relief regarding some personal fears around traveling by
myself and getting lost and fears about moving in and out of other dimensions by myself. You helped me see how
the two fears coincided and what I need to do to handle that for myself. " Feb. 4, 2008, Pat Young, Loveland, CO
“My Reiki practice has blossomed! The effectiveness of the treatments I offer are amplified 10 FOLD when used with the
Rods!” Serena, NY
“For years my arthritis prevented me from gardening. Now in my 70’s, the gift of relief from this pain is WONDERFUL. I am
gardening again!” Phyllis, SC
“Recently I was in a severe auto accident. This morning I woke, (after my first night with the Rods) and my nose injury was
remarkably better! People can’t believe I am so much better in just one day! There is NO PAIN! The swelling is gone and so is
half the redness. Thank you! Nita, San Diego, CA
“After 30 days using the Rods-Kont my doctor cut my BP meds in half!” MP, Civil Engineer, IN
“Five minutes with the Rods felt like the spaciousness that I achieved after an entire weekend meditation retreat!” RC, IBM
Engineer, CO
“My acupuncture treatments are at least 60% more effective using the rods during treatments with my clients!” Dr. Suzanne,
Milwaukee, WI
“I had injured my knee via hamstring pull in the winter snow and had difficulty healing it up. The craniosacral therapist who
assisted me the night before I flew out, was able to get me to the point that I could physically walk on the airplane. Upon
arriving in Sedona, I was seen by an excellent massage therapist there almost on a daily basis. Everything was helpful, but, I
was getting a little concerned about my recovery phase. It wasn’t until I met Wanda at the Red Rock Spa that I found relief.
She introduced me to a gentleman who was a dealer of the Egyptian Healing Rods. I connected with the Crystal Star rods and
noticed within a 3-4 minute aspect, a vortex sort of infinity figure 8 rotational access energy at my right knee. Within a matter of
minutes, the pain was totally relieved. I felt a warm sensation of energy flowing down and outside the lateral aspect of my leg.
What I would have equated to the acupuncture gallbladder meridian and out the foot. From that point on, I was able to walk
without discomfort and it has not returned. Dr. Teresa, MD, Ohio
"There is an incredible difference when using the Egyptian Healing Rods in Remote and distance healing sessions as it
immensely enhances one's healing modality of choice. I can confidently report that my effectiveness in sending healing energy
remotely to a client has been so much more beneficial than in the past. There is an increased connection to the healing source
and a stronger connection to the person's own energy field during the healing session. From a statistical standpoint in
behavioral methodology, the energy work that I now do with the Rod's in the remote-sense have a stronger statistical
correlation of increased health benefits and increased emotional wellbeing than from without using the Rod's and just the
healing modality and it's techniques alone." Dr. David S., Psychological Consultant and Therapy Researcher, Chicago, Illinois
“…even the Rod’s influence of short duration (about 5 mins) on human’s psycho-physical fields and energetic structure
stimulates the concentration of attention on inner images created by it, enforcing a trance and meditative effect. While a
hypnotist may require months of trainings to reach the necessary concentration of attention, using the Rods-QUARTZ the
training time decreases greatly, and the effect realized is much higher than that one reached by ordinary methods. Moreover, it
is a rule of thumb, that using the Rods-QUARTZ both cerebral hemispheres become synchronized, and the potentials of the
left and right hemispheres’ cortex equalize. –Irina and Michael Kosh, astro-psychologists
The statements regarding these products have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug administration. These products are
not intended to treat or diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. The information in this document is designed for
educational purposes only. It is not intended to be a substitute for informed medical advice or care. You should not use this
information to diagnose or treat any health problems or illnesses without consulting your health care practitioner. Please
consult a physician with any questions or concerns you might have regarding your condition. Informational material and
representations have been provided by the manufacturers of the product.

